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Prevailing innovation. Remarkable savings.

Architectural Design Delivers on Value
The Lumark PrevailTM LED area/site luminaire combines 
impressive aesthetics, ease of installation features and 
state-of-the-art optical control resulting in significant 
installation and energy savings. Incorporating industry 
leading, patented optics, the Prevail LED luminaire offers a 
choice of four precision engineered optical distributions that 
deliver superior control and maximize light levels, whether 
the application is a parking lot or a pedestrian walkway.

Innovation Beyond the Fixture
Prevail’s innovative, versatile mounting arm gets you install 
ready out of the box. The patented, standard arm was 
engineered to make installation simple, saving on installation 
costs and time. With the ability to accommodate multiple 
drilling patterns as well as square and round poles, the 
standard versatile mounting arm is the choice for both retrofit 
and new applications.

Advanced Design Delivers Savings
With a single housing that accommodates multiple lumen 
packages, the Prevail LED area/site luminaire provides 
greater than 62 percent in energy and maintenance savings 
over traditional HID systems, resulting in significant energy 
rebates. To further enhance energy savings, the Prevail 
luminaire takes control of code compliance, by offering 
customizable integrated control systems that meet even the 
strictest code requirements.

Lumark Prevail
LED Area, Site and Roadway Luminaire

Advanced Design Delivers Savings
The Prevail luminaire delivers an innovative thermal 
management design that maximizes heat dissipation 
resulting in longer fixture and LED life. Along with 
lumen maintenance greater than 92 percent at 
60,000 hours, the rugged, die-cast fixture housing
is 3G vibration and IP66 rated, which provides years 
of reliable operation with minimal service 
requirements. Backed by a five-year limited 
warranty, the Prevail LED area/site luminaire is the 
LED answer to your area and site lighting needs.


